
 
QCAA: Chemistry 
EP Curriculum Map 
 

Unit 1: Chemical fundamentals-structure, properties 
and reactions 

 
Topic 1: Properties and structure of atoms 

Periodic table and trends 

 
 
 

1 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recall that elements are represented by symbols and 
recognise that the structure of the periodic table is 
based on the atomic number and the properties of the 
elements  

● Atomic Symbols 
● Atomic Number 
● Quiz- First 20 Elements (Name to Symbol) 
● Quiz- First 20 Elements (Symbol to Name) 

describe and explain that elements of the periodic table 
show trends across periods and down groups, including 
atomic radii, valencies, ionic radii, 1st ionisation energy 
and electronegativities as exemplified by groups 1, 2, 
13–18 and period 3  (The group numbering scheme from 
group 1 to group 18, as recommended by the 
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
(IUPAC), should be used.) 

● Trends in the Periodic Table 
● Periodic Trends: Electronegativity 
● Periodic Trends: Ionisation Energy 
● Periodic Trends: Metallic Character 
● Periodic Trends: Atomic Radius 

explain how successive ionisation energy data is related 
to the electron configuration of an atom  

● Periodic Trends: Ionisation Energy 

compare and explain the metallic and non-metallic 
behaviours of elements, including group trends and the 
reactivity for the alkali metals (Li–Cs) and the halogens 
(F–I)  

● Periodic Trends: Metallic Character 

recognise that oxides change from basic through 
amphoteric to acidic across a period  

Further development planned 

analyse, evaluate and interpret data to explain and 
justify conclusions for periodic trends, patterns and 
relationships. 

● Trends in the Periodic Table 
● Periodic Trends: Electronegativity 
● Periodic Trends: Ionisation Energy 
● Periodic Trends: Metallic Character 
● Periodic Trends: Atomic Radius 



 
Atomic structure 

 
 
 

Introduction to bonding 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that atoms can be modelled as a nucleus 
surrounded by electrons in distinct energy levels held 
together by electrostatic forces of attraction between 
the nucleus and electrons; the location of electrons 
within atoms can be represented using electron 
configurations; and the structure of the periodic table is 
based on the electronic configuration of atoms  

● History of the Atomic Model 
● The Structure of an Atom 

use and apply the nuclear symbol notation 𝐴𝐴 𝑍𝑍M to 
determine the number of protons, neutrons and 
electrons in atoms, ions and isotopes  

● Atomic Symbols 
● Quiz- First 20 Elements (Name to Symbol) 
● Quiz- First 20 Elements (Symbol to Name) 

recall the relative energies of the s, p and d orbitals in 
energy levels to construct electron configurations for 
atoms and ions up to Z = 36 and recognise that the 
periodic table is arranged into four blocks associated 
with the four sub-levels — s, p, d and f  
 
apply the Aufbau principle, Hund’s rule and the Pauli 
exclusion principle to write electron configurations for 
atoms and ions up to Z = 36 and use orbital diagrams to 
represent the character and relative energy of orbitals 
(Full electron configuration, e.g. 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5, 
and condensed electron configuration, e.g. [Ne]3s2 3p5 
should be covered; Orbital diagrams refer to 
arrow-in-box diagrams) 
 
recognise the electron configuration of Cr and Cu as 
exceptions 

● Electron Configurations Revision 
● Electron Configuration of Atoms  

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that the properties of atoms, including their 
ability to form chemical bonds, are explained by the 
arrangement of electrons in the atom and by the 
stability of the valence electron shell  

● Introduction to Bonding 

understand that the number of electrons lost, gained or 
shared is determined by the electron configuration of 
the atom and recall that transitional elements can form 
more than one ion  
 
recognise that ions are atoms or groups of atoms that 

● Ionic Bonding 



 

 
 

Isotopes 

 

 

Analytical techniques 
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are electrically charged due to an imbalance in the 
number of electrons and protons and recognise that 
ions are represented by formulas which include the 
number of constituent atoms and the charge of the ion 

understand that chemical bonds are caused by 
electrostatic attractions that arise because of the 
sharing or transfer of electrons between participating 
atoms and the valency is a measure of the number of 
bonds that an atom can form  

● Introduction to Bonding 
● Covalent Bonding 
● Metallic Bonding 
● Ionic Bonding 

determine the formula of an ionic compound from the 
charges on the relative ions and name the compound  

● Ionic Compounds 

deduce Lewis (electron dot) structure of molecules and 
ions showing all valence electrons for up to four electron 
pairs for each atom  

● Electron Dot Diagrams of Atoms 

identify the numbers of bonding and lone pairs of 
electrons around each atom in a molecule. 

● Introduction to Bonding 
● Covalent Bonding 
● Metallic Bonding 
● Ionic Bonding 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recall isotopes are atoms of the same element that have 
different numbers of neutrons and can be represented 
in the form A X (IUPAC) or X-A  
 
recognise that isotopes of an element have the same 
electron configuration and possess similar chemical 
properties but have different physical properties 
 
understand that the relative atomic mass of an element 
is the ratio of the weighted average mass per atom of 
the naturally occurring form of the element to 1/12 the 
mass of an atom of carbon-12. 

● What are Isotopes? 
● Isotope Properties 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

explain how proteins can be analysed by 
chromatography and electrophoresis 

Further development planned 

select and use data from analytical techniques,  ● Mass Spectrometry 



 

 
 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) 

 

 

Topic 2: Properties and structure of materials 

Compounds and mixtures 

 
 

Bonding and properties 
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including mass spectrometry, x-ray crystallography and 
infrared spectroscopy, to determine the structure of 
organic molecules 

● Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
● Emission Spectra 

analyse data from spectra, including mass spectrometry 
and infrared spectroscopy, to communicate conceptual 
understanding, solve problems and make predictions. 

● Mass Spectrometry 
● Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
● Emission Spectra 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  ● Distribution of Elements in the Universe 
● Models of the Atom 
● Radioisotopes 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recall that pure substances may be elements or 
compounds 

● What are Atoms, Elements and Compounds? 

recognise that materials are either pure substances with 
distinct measurable properties (e.g. melting and boiling 
point, reactivity, strength, density) or mixtures with 
properties dependent on the identity and relative 
amounts of the substances that make up the mixture 

● Classification of Matter 

distinguish between heterogeneous and homogeneous 
mixtures 

● Classification of Matter 

recognise that nanomaterials are substances that 
contain particles in the size range 1–100 nm and have 
specific properties relating to the size of these particles. 

● Nanomaterials 

analyse and interpret given data to evaluate the physical 
properties of pure substances and mixtures. 

● Classification of Matter 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that the properties of ionic compounds, 
including high melting point, brittleness, and ability to 

● Ionic Substances 
● Physical Properties of Ionic Substances 



 

 
 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) 

 
 

Topic 3: Chemical reactions-reactants, products and energy change 

Chemical reactions 
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conduct electricity when liquid or an aqueous solution, 
can be explained by modelling ionic bonding as ions 
arranged in a crystalline lattice structure with strong 
electrostatic forces of attraction between oppositely 
charged ions (metallic lattice, giant covalent networks, 
allotropes — carbon)  

understand that the type of bonding within ionic, 
metallic and covalent substances explains their physical 
properties, including melting and boiling point, thermal 
and electrical conductivity, strength and hardness  

● Physical Properties of Molecular Substances 
● Covalent Bonding 
● Physical Properties of Covalent Network 

Substances 
● Physical Properties of Ionic Substances 
● Physical Properties of Metallic Substances 
● Covalent Network Substances 
● Metallic Substances 

understand that hydrocarbons, including alkanes 
(saturated), alkenes (unsaturated) and benzene, have 
different chemical properties that are determined by the 
nature of the bonding within the molecules  

● Hydrocarbons 
● Allotropes of Carbon 

analyse and interpret given data to evaluate the 
properties, structure and bonding of ionic, covalent and 
metallic compounds. 

● Physical Properties of Molecular Substances 
● Physical Properties of Covalent Network 

Substances 
● Physical Properties of Ionic Substances 
● Physical Properties of Metallic Substances 
● Metallic Substances 
● Comparing Substances 
● Covalent Network Substances 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  ● Carbon Based Life and Astrobiology 
● The Importance of Purity 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recall that chemical reactions and phase changes 
involve energy changes commonly observable as 
changes in the temperature of the surroundings and/or 
the emission of light 
 

● Introduction to Chemical Reactions 



 

 

Exothermic and endothermic reactions 

 
 

Measurement uncertainty and error 
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deduce and construct balanced chemical equations 
when reactants and products are specified and apply 
state symbols (s), (l), (g) and (aq). 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

explain how endothermic and exothermic reactions 
relate to the law of conservation of energy and the 
breaking and reforming of bonds; understand that heat 
energy is released or absorbed by the system to or from 
the surrounds  

● Types of Reaction 
● Exothermic and Endothermic Processes 

understand that heat is a form of energy and that 
temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy 
of the particles  

● Energy Level Diagrams 

apply the relationship between temperature and 
enthalpy changes to identify thermochemical reactions 
as exothermic or endothermic; deduce from enthalpy 
level diagrams and thermochemical equations the 
relative stabilities of reactants and products, and the 
sign of the enthalpy change (ΔH) for a reaction 

● Enthalpy and Heat 
● Energy Level Diagrams 
● Thermochemical Equations 
● Standard Enthalpy Changes: Part 1 
● Standard Enthalpy Changes: Part 2 

explain, in terms of average bond enthalpies, why 
reactions are exothermic or endothermic  

● Bond Enthalpies of Molecules 
● Bond Enthalpies of Reactions 

construct and use appropriate representations 
(including chemical symbols and formulas, and chemical 
and thermochemical equations) to communicate 
conceptual understanding, solve problems and make 
predictions 

● Calculating Enthalpy Changes 

calculate the heat change for a substance given the 
mass, specific heat capacity and temperature change  

● Enthalpy and Heat 
● Calculating Enthalpy Changes 

use data to calculate the enthalpy change (ΔH) for a 
reaction.  

● Enthalpy and Heat 
● Calculating Enthalpy Changes 
● Hess's Law 

Mandatory practical: Conduct a calorimetry experiment 
to measure the enthalpy of a reaction. 

● Calorimetry 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

distinguish between precision and accuracy and 
appreciate that all measurements have limits to their 
precision and accuracy that must be considered when 

● Data Collection 
● Quality of Data 
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evaluating experimental results 
 
distinguish between qualitative and quantitative data; 
appreciate that quantitative data obtained from 
measurements is always associated with random 
error/measurement uncertainties 
 
communicate measurement uncertainties as a range (±) 
to an appropriate precision 
 
understand that propagation of random error in data 
processing shows the impact of measurement 
uncertainties on the final result 
 
calculate the measurement uncertainties in processed 
data, including the use of absolute uncertainties and 
percentage uncertainties 

construct and use appropriate graphical representations 
to communicate understanding, solve problems and 
make predictions; interpret graphs in terms of the 
relationship between dependent and independent 
variables; draw and interpret best-fit lines or curves 
through data points, including evaluating when it can 
and cannot be considered as a linear function 

● Graphing 
● A Guide for Making Graphs in Excel (Mac Version) 
● A Guide for Making Graphs in Excel (Windows 

Version) 

calculate the percentage error when the experimental 
result can be compared with a theoretical or accepted 
result (value) 
 
distinguish between random and systematic errors; 
understand that experimental design and procedure 
usually leads to systematic errors in measurement, 
which causes a deviation in a direction and appreciate 
that repeated trials and measurements will reduce 
random error but not systematic error 
 
analyse the impact of random error/measurement 
uncertainties and systematic errors in experimental 
work and evaluate how these errors/measurement 
uncertainties can be reduced 

● Writing a Discussion 

understand that the number of significant figures in a 
result is based on the figures given in the data and 
determine results of calculations to the appropriate 
number of significant figures. 

● Mathematical Models 



 
Fuels 

 
 

Mole concept and law of conservation of mass 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

compare fuels, including fossil fuels and biofuels, in 
terms of their energy output, and evaluate their 
suitability for purpose, and the nature of products of 
combustion. 

● Fuels 
● Nuclear Fuel 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that a mole is a precisely defined quantity of 
matter equal to Avogadro’s number of particles  

● Moles and Molar Mass 

appreciate the law of conservation of mass and 
understand that the mole concept relates mass, moles 
and molar mass  

● Balancing Equations 
● Moles and Balanced Equations (Stoichiometry) 
● Moles and Molar Mass 

understand that the empirical formula expresses the 
simplest whole number ratio of elements in a compound  

● Molecular and Empirical Formulae 

use the appropriate stoichiometric ratio to determine 
that reactants can be limiting  

● Moles and Balanced Equations (Stoichiometry) 
● Limiting Reactants 

appreciate that experimental yield can be different from 
theoretical yield  

● Experimental Yield 

use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems and make predictions, including using the 
mole concept to calculate the mass of reactants and 
products; amount of substance in moles; number of 
representative particles; and molar mass of atoms, ions, 
molecules and formula units 

● Moles and Molar Mass 
● Reaction Equations 

use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems and make predictions, including determining 
the percentage composition from relative atomic 
masses; empirical formula of a compound from the 
percentage composition by mass; and molecular formula 
of a compound from its empirical formula and molar 
mass 

● Molecular and Empirical Formulae 

calculate percentage yield from experimental or given 
data. 

● Experimental Yield 

Mandatory practical: Derive the empirical formula of a 
compound from reactions involving mass changes. 

● Molecular and Empirical Formulae 



 
Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  ● Energy in the Body 
● Minimising Use of Energy in Industry 
● Use of Fuels in Society 



 
Unit 2: Molecular interactions and reactions 

 
Topic 1: Intermolecular forces and gases 

Intermolecular forces 

 
 

Chromatography techniques 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

apply the valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) 
theory to predict, draw and explain the shapes of 
molecules 
Approximate bond angles that should be covered 
include: 180° (linear), 104.5° (bent), 120° (trigonal planar), 
109° (tetrahedral) and 107° (pyramidal). 
Hybridization involving d-orbitals (e.g. trigonal 
bipyramidal and octahedral) are not required. 

● Introduction to Shapes of Molecules 
● Electron Dot Diagrams of Atoms 
● Lewis Structures of Molecules and Ions 
● Trigonal-Based Shapes 
● Tetrahedral-Based Shapes 
● Bipyramidal-Based Shapes 
● Octahedral-Based Shapes 
● Review of Molecule Shapes 

use molecular shape, understanding of symmetry, and 
comparison of the electronegativity of elements to 
explain and predict the polarity of molecules 
 
 

● Polarity of Molecules 
● The Ionic-Covalent Continuum 

explain the relationship between observable properties, 
including vapour pressure, melting point, boiling point 
and solubility, and the nature and strength of 
intermolecular forces, including dispersion forces, 
dipole–dipole attractions and hydrogen bonding within 
molecular covalent substances 
 
 

● Types of Intermolecular Forces 
● Physical Properties of Molecular Substances 

Mandatory practical: Construct 3D models (real or 
virtual) of linear, bent, trigonal planar, tetrahedral and 
pyramidal molecules. 

● Trigonal-Based Shapes  
● Tetrahedral-Based Shapes  
● Bipyramidal-Based Shapes  
● Octahedral-Based Shapes  
● Review of Molecule Shapes 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that chromatography techniques, including 
paper, thin layer, gas and high-performance liquid 
chromatography, can be used to determine the 
composition and purity of substances 
 

● Paper Chromatography 
● Chromatography Techniques 
● Chromatography: Separating Colours 



 

 
 

Gases 

 
 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) 
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describe and explain how variations in the strength of 
the interactions between atoms, molecules or ions in the 
mobile and stationary phases can be used to separate 
components 

analyse, interpret and evaluate data from 
chromatographs to determine the composition and 
purity of substances, including calculating Rf values. 

● Chromatography Techniques 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

consider the relationship between the volume, number 
of moles and molar volume at standard temperature and 
pressure (STP) 

● Kinetic Theory and Gas Laws 
● Ideal Gas Law: PV=nRT 

use the kinetic theory of gases to describe and explain 
the behaviour of gases, including the qualitative 
relationships between pressure, temperature and 
volume 

● Kinetic Theory and Gas Laws 

appreciate that the kinetic theory of gases applies to 
ideal gases and solve problems related to the ideal gas 
equation 

● Kinetic Theory and Gas Laws 
● Ideal Gas Law: PV=nRT 

use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems and make predictions, including the mole 
concept, to calculate the mass of chemicals and/or the 
volume of a gas (at standard temperature and pressure) 
involved in a chemical reaction. 

● Ideal Gas Law: PV=nRT 

Mandatory practical: Investigate the properties of gases 
to determine the molar volume of a gas. 

Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  ● Analysing the Structure of Materials 
● Development of the VSEPR Theory 
● Scuba Diving and the Behaviour of Gases 



 
Topic 2: Aqueous solutions and acidity 

Aqueous solutions and molarity 

 
 

Identifying ions in solution 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that the unique properties of water, 
including boiling point, density in solid and liquid phases, 
surface tension and ability to act as a solvent can be 
explained by its molecular shape and hydrogen bonding 
between molecules  

● Properties of Water 

distinguish between the terms solute, solvent, solution, 
and concentration 

● Solute, Solvent and Solution 
● Solutions and Concentration 

recall that concentration can be represented in a variety 
of ways including the number of moles of the solute per 
litre of solution (mol L–1) and the mass of the solute per 
litre of solution (g L–1) or parts per million (ppm) 
The use of square brackets to denote concentration is 
required. 
• Formula: Molarity = moles of solute (𝑛𝑛) volume of 
solution (𝑉𝑉) 
The distinction between strength and concentration of 
an acidic/basic solution should be covered. 

● Solutions and Concentration  

distinguish between unsaturated, saturated and 
supersaturated solutions 

● Solute, Solvent and Solution 

use appropriate mathematical representations to solve 
and make predictions (including using the mole concept 
and the relationship between the number of moles of 
solute, concentration and volume of a solution) to 
calculate unknown values. 

● Solutions and Concentration  
● Other Measures of Concentration  
● Dilutions  

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

apply solubility rules to determine the products of 
reactions and to predict if a precipitate will form 

● Precipitation Reactions 

determine the presence of specific ions in solutions 
based on evidence derived from chemical reactions, 
including precipitation and acid-carbonate reactions 

● Precipitation Reactions 
● Precipitation Equations and Descriptions 

construct and use appropriate representations, 
including ionic formulas, chemical formulas, chemical 
equations and phase descriptions for chemical species 
to communicate conceptual understanding, solve 
problems and make predictions. 

● Precipitation Equations and Descriptions 
● Identifying Cations 
● Identifying Anions 



 

 
 
 

Solubility 

 
 

pH 

 
 

Reaction of acids 
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Mandatory practical: Precipitation reactions to identify 
cations and anions 

● Precipitation Equations and Descriptions 
● Identifying Cations 
● Identifying Anions 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

explain the relationship between the solubility of 
substances in water, including ionic and molecular 
substances, and the intermolecular forces between 
species in the substances and water molecules 

● Solubility in Water 

recognise that changes in temperature can affect 
solubility and recall that most gases become less soluble 
as solvent temperature increases while most solutes 
become more soluble as the solvent temperature 
increases 

● Effect of Temperature on Solubility 

interpret, analyse and evaluate data and solubility 
curves to communicate conceptual understanding, 
solve problems and make predictions.  

● Effect of Temperature on Solubility 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recall that pH is dependent on the concentration of 
hydrogen ions in solution 

● pH Scale 
● pH Calculations 

use the pH scale to compare the levels of acidity or 
alkalinity of aqueous solutions 

● pH Scale 
● Acids and Bases 

use the Arrhenius model to explain the behaviour of 
strong and weak acids and bases in aqueous solutions 

● Strong and Weak Acids and Bases 
● Conjugate Acids and Bases 

Mandatory practical: Investigate the properties of strong 
and weak acids. 

● Strong and Weak Acids and Bases 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand and apply the reactions of acids with bases, 
metals and carbonates to determine reactants and 
products 
 

● Reactions of Acids 
● Neutralisation 
● Metal Oxides and Hydroxides 
● Metal Carbonates and Hydrogen Carbonates 



 

 
 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) 

 
 

Topic 3: Rates of chemical reactions 

 

Rates of reactions 
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construct and use appropriate representations, 
including ionic formulas, chemical formulas and 
chemical equations, to symbolise the reactions of acids 
and bases; and ionic equations to represent the reacting 
species and products in these reactions. 

● Reactions of Acids 
● Neutralisation 
● Metal Oxides and Hydroxides 
● Metal Carbonates and Hydrogen Carbonates 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

explain how varying the conditions present during 
chemical reactions, including temperature, surface area, 
pressure (gaseous systems), concentration and the 
presence of a catalyst can affect the rate of the reaction 

● Rate of Reaction 
● Factors Affecting Reaction Rates 

use the collision theory to explain and predict the effect 
of concentration, temperature, pressure and surface 
area on the rate of chemical reactions by considering 
the structure of the reactants and the energy of 
particles 

● Collision Theory and Rate of Reaction 

construct and explain Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 
curves for reactions with and without catalysts 

● Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution Curves 

recognise that activation energy (Ea) is the minimum 
energy required for a chemical reaction to occur and is 
related to the strength and number of the existing 
chemical bonds; the magnitude of the activation energy 
influences the rate of a chemical reaction 

● Activation Energy and Energy Profiles 

sketch and use energy profile diagrams, including the 
transitional state and catalysed and uncatalysed 
pathways, to represent the enthalpy changes and 
activation energy associated with a chemical reaction 

● Activation Energy and Energy Profiles 

explain how catalysts, including enzymes and metal 
nanoparticles, affect the rate of certain reactions by 
providing an alternative reaction pathway with a 

● Catalysts 



 

 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE) 
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reduced activation energy, hence increasing the 
proportion of collisions that lead to a chemical change 

use appropriate mathematical representations to 
calculate the rate of chemical reactions by measuring 
the rate of formation of products or the depletion of 
reactants 

● Rate of Reaction Equations 

analyse experimental data, including constructing and 
using appropriate graphical representations of relative 
changes in the concentration, volume and mass against 
time. 
 

● Rate of Reaction Equations 

Mandatory practical: Investigate the rate of chemical 
reactions. 

Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  ● Cost of Corrosion 
● Development of Collision Theory 
● The Importance of Enzymes 



 
Unit 3: Equilibrium, acids and redox reactions 

 
Topic 1: Chemical equilibrium systems 

Chemical equilibrium 

 
 

Factors that affect equilibrium 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that chemical systems may be open (allowing 
matter and energy to be exchanged with the 
surroundings) or closed (allow energy, but not matter, to 
be exchanged with the surroundings) 

● Chemical Systems 

understand that physical changes are usually reversible, 
whereas only some chemical reactions are reversible 
 
appreciate that observable changes in chemical 
reactions and physical changes can be described and 
explained at an atomic and molecular level 
 
symbolise equilibrium equations by using ⇌ in balanced 
chemical equations 
 
understand that, over time, physical changes and 
reversible chemical reactions reach a state of dynamic 
equilibrium in a closed system, with the relative 
concentrations of products and reactants defining the 
position of equilibrium 
 
explain the reversibility of chemical reactions by 
considering the activation energies of the forward and 
reverse reactions 
 
analyse experimental data, including constructing and 
using appropriate graphical representations of relative 
changes in the concentration of reactants and product 
against time, to identify the position of equilibrium. 

● Reversible Changes 
● Equilibrium 
● Energetics of Reversible Reactions 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

explain and predict the effect of temperature change on 
chemical systems at equilibrium by considering the 
enthalpy change for the forward and reverse reactions 

● Temperature and Equilibrium 

explain the effect of changes of concentration and  ● Concentration and Equilibrium 



 

 
 

Equilibrium constants 

 
 

Properties of acids and bases 
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pressure on chemical systems at equilibrium by applying 
collision theory to the forward and reverse reactions 

● Pressure and Equilibrium 

apply Le Châtelier’s principle to predict the effect 
changes of temperature, concentration of chemicals, 
pressure and the addition of a catalyst have on the 
position of equilibrium and on the value of the 
equilibrium constant. 

● Le Chatelier's Principle 
● Catalysts and Equilibrium 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that equilibrium law expressions can be 
written for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems 
and that the equilibrium constant (Kc), at any given 
temperature, indicates the relationship between product 
and reactant concentrations at equilibrium 
 
 
deduce the equilibrium law expression from the 
equation for a homogeneous reaction and use 
equilibrium constants (Kc), to predict qualitatively, the 
relative amounts of reactants and products (equilibrium 
position) 
 
deduce the extent of a reaction from the magnitude of 
the equilibrium constant 

● The Equilibrium Constant 

use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems, including calculating equilibrium constants 
and the concentration of reactants and products.  

● Calculating Equilibrium Constants 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that acids are substances that can act as 
proton (hydrogen ion) donors and can be classified as 
monoprotic or polyprotic depending on the number of 
protons donated by each molecule of the acid 

● Acids 

distinguish between strong and weak acids and bases in 
terms of the extent of dissociation, reaction with water 
and electrical conductivity and distinguish between the 
terms strong and concentrated for acids and bases. 

● Acids and Bases 
● Bases 
● Relative Concentrations, pH and Conductivity 



 
pH scale 

 
 

Brønsted-Lowry model 

 
 

Dissociation constants 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that water is a weak electrolyte and the 
self-ionisation of water is represented by Kw = 
[H+][OH–]; Kw can be used to calculate the 
concentration of hydrogen ions from the concentration 
of hydroxide ions in a solution 

● Kw and pOH 

understand that the pH scale is a logarithmic scale and 
the pH of a solution can be calculated from the 
concentration of hydrogen ions using the relationship 
pH = –log10 [H+] 

● pH Scale 

use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems for hydrogen ion concentration [H+(aq)], pH, 
hydroxide ion concentrations [OH–(aq)] and pOH. 

● pH Scale 
● pH 
● Kw and pOH 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that the relationship between acids and bases 
in equilibrium systems can be explained using the 
Brønsted-Lowry model and represented using chemical 
equations that illustrate the transfer of hydrogen ions 
(protons) between conjugate acid-base pairs 

● Conjugate Acid-Base Pairs 

recognise that amphiprotic species can act as 
Brønsted-Lowry acids and bases 

● Conjugate Acid-Base Pairs 

identify and deduce the formula of the conjugate acid 
(or base) of any Brønsted-Lowry base (or acid) 

● Conjugate Acid-Base Pairs 

appreciate that buffers are solutions that are conjugate 
in nature and resist a change in pH when a small amount 
of an acid or base is added; Le Châtelier’s principle can 
be applied to predict how buffer solutions respond to 
the addition of hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions. 

● Buffer Solutions 
● Buffer Calculations 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that the strength of acids is explained by the 
degree of ionisation at equilibrium in aqueous solution, 
which can be represented with chemical equations and 
equilibrium constants (Ka) 
 

● Weak Acids 
● Weak Bases 



 

 
 

Acid-base indicators 

 
 

Volumetric analysis 
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determine the expression for the dissociation constant 
for weak acids (Ka) and weak bases (Kb) from balanced 
chemical equations 
 
 
analyse experimental data to determine and compare 
the relative strengths of acids and bases 
 
use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems, including calculating dissociation constants 
(Ka and Kb) and the concentration of reactants and 
products. 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that an acid-base indicator is a weak acid or 
a weak base where the components of the conjugate 
acid-base pair have different colours; the acidic form is 
of a different colour to the basic form 
 
 
explain the relationship between the pH range of an 
acid-base indicator and its pKa value 
 
recognise that indicators change colour when the pH = 
pKa and identify an appropriate indicator for a titration, 
given equivalence point of the titration and pH range of 
the indicator. 

● pH Scale and Indicators 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

distinguish between the terms end point and 
equivalence point 
 
recognise that acid-base titrations rely on the 
identification of an equivalence point by measuring the 
associated change in pH, using chemical indicators or 
pH meters, to reveal an observable end point 

● Introduction to Titrations 

sketch the general shapes of graphs of pH against 
volume (titration curves) involving strong and weak 
acids and bases. Identify and explain their important 
features, including the intercept with pH axis, 

● Titration Curves 
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equivalence point, buffer region and points where pKa = 
pH or pKb = pOH 

use appropriate mathematical representations and 
analyse experimental data and titration curves to solve 
problems and make predictions, including using the 
mole concept to calculate moles, mass, volume and 
concentration from volumetric analysis data. 

● Titration Curves 
● Titration Curve Calculations: Before Equivalence 
● Titration Curve Calculations: To Equivalence and 

Beyond 

Mandatory practical: Acid-base titration to calculate the 
concentration of a solution with reference to a standard 
solution. 

● Standard Solutions  
● Performing a Titration  
● Titration Calculations  

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that a range of reactions, including 
displacement reactions of metals, combustion, corrosion 
and electrochemical processes, can be modelled as 
redox reactions involving oxidation of one substance 
and reduction of another substance 
 
understand that the ability of an atom to gain or lose 
electrons can be predicted from the atom’s position in 
the periodic table, and explained with reference to 
valence electrons, consideration of energy and the 
overall stability of the atom 
 
identify the species oxidised and reduced, and the 
oxidising agent and reducing agent, in redox reactions 

● Introduction to Oxidation-Reduction 

understand that oxidation can be modelled as the loss of 
electrons from a chemical species, and reduction can be 
modelled as the gain of electrons by a chemical species; 
these processes can be represented using balanced 
half-equations and redox equations (acidic conditions 
only) 

● Balancing Redox Half-Equations 

deduce the oxidation state of an atom in an ion or 
compound and name transitional metal compounds from 

● Introduction to Oxidation-Reduction Reactions 



 

 
 

Electrochemical cells 

 
 

Galvanic cells 
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a given formula by applying oxidation numbers 
represented as roman numerals 

use appropriate representations, including 
half-equations and oxidation numbers, to communicate 
conceptual understanding, solve problems and make 
predictions. 

● Balancing Redox Half-Equations 
● Balancing Overall Redox Equations 

Mandatory practical: Perform single displacement 
reactions in aqueous solutions. 

Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that electrochemical cells, including 
galvanic and electrolytic cells, consist of oxidation and 
reduction half-reactions connected via an external 
circuit that allows electrons to move from the anode 
(oxidation reaction) to the cathode (reduction reaction). 

Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that galvanic cells, including fuel cells, 
generate an electrical potential difference from a 
spontaneous redox reaction which can be represented 
as cell diagrams including anode and cathode 
half-equations 

● Introduction to Galvanic Cells 

recognise that oxidation occurs at the negative 
electrode (anode) and reduction occurs at the positive 
electrode (cathode) and explain how two halfcells can 
be connected by a salt bridge to create a voltaic cell 
(examples of half-cells are Mg, Zn, Fe and Cu and their 
solutions of ions) 

● Introduction to Galvanic Cells 
● Standard Reduction Potentials of Half-Cells 

describe, using a diagram, the essential components of a 
galvanic cell; including the oxidation and reduction 
half-cells, the positive and negative electrodes and their 
solutions of their ions, the flow of electrons and the 
movement of ions, and the salt bridge. 

● Standard Reduction Potentials of Half-Cells 

Mandatory practical: Construct a galvanic cell using two 
metal/metal-ion half cells.  

Further development planned 



 
Standard electrode potential 

 
 
 

Electrolytic cells 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

determine the relative strength of oxidising and 
reducing agents by comparing standard electrode 
potentials 
 
recognise that cell potentials at standard conditions can 
be calculated from standard electrode potentials; these 
values can be used to compare cells constructed from 
different materials 
 
recognise the limitation associated with standard 
reduction potentials 
 
use appropriate mathematical representation to solve 
problems and make predictions about spontaneous 
reactions, including calculating cell potentials under 
standard condition. 

● Standard Reduction Potentials of Half-Cells 
● Calculating Cell Potentials for Galvanic Cells 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

understand that electrolytic cells use an external 
electrical potential difference to provide the energy to 
allow a non-spontaneous redox reaction to occur, and 
appreciate that these can be used in small-scale and 
industrial situations, including metal plating and the 
purification of copper 
 
predict and explain the products of the electrolysis of a 
molten salt and aqueous solutions of sodium chloride 
and copper sulfate. Explanations should refer to Eø 
values, the nature of the electrolyte and the 
concentration of the electrolyte 
 
describe, using a diagram, the essential components of 
an electrolytic cell; including source of electric current 
and conductors, positive and negative electrodes, and 
the electrolyte. 

● Introduction to Electrolytic Cells and Electrolysis 
● Predicting Products of Electrolysis 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  ● Batteries 



 
Unit 4: Structure, Synthesis and Design 

 
Topic 1: Properties and structure of organic materials 

Structure of organic compounds 

 
 

Physical properties and trends 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that organic molecules have a hydrocarbon 
skeleton and can contain functional groups, including 
alkenes, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, 
haloalkanes, esters, nitriles, amines, amides and that 
structural formulas (condensed and extended) can be 
used to show the arrangement of atoms and bonding in 
organic molecules 
 
deduce the structural formulas and apply IUPAC rules in 
the nomenclature of organic compounds (parent chain 
up to 10 carbon atoms) with simple branching for 
alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, 
carboxylic acids, haloalkanes, esters, nitriles, amines and 
amides 

● Naming Alkanes 
● Naming Alkenes 
● Naming Aldehydes 
● Naming Alcohols 
● Naming Amines 
● Naming Esters 
● Naming Haloalkanes 
● Naming Ketones 
● Naming Alkynes 
● Naming Carboxylic Acids 
● Naming Nitriles 
● Naming Amides 

identify structural isomers as compounds with the same 
molecular formula but different arrangement of atoms; 
deduce the structural formulas and apply IUPAC rules in 
the nomenclature for isomers of the non-cyclic alkanes 
up to C6  

● Molecular and Structural Formulas of Alkanes 
● Alkane Isomers 
● Structural Isomers 

identify stereoisomers as compounds with the same 
structural formula but with different arrangement of 
atoms in space; describe and explain geometrical (cis 
and trans) isomerism in non-cyclic alkenes. 
 
 

● Alcohol Isomerism 
● Alkene Isomerism 
● Haloalkane Classification and Isomerism 
● Primary Amine Isomerism 
● Geometric Isomers 
● Optical Isomers 

Mandatory practical: Construct 3D models of organic 
molecules 

Further development planned 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

recognise that organic compounds display 
characteristic physical properties, including melting 
point, boiling point and solubility in water and organic 
solvents that can be explained in terms of 

● Properties of Amides 
● Properties of Esters 
● Properties of Alcohols 
● Properties of Alkenes 
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intermolecular forces (dispersion forces, dipole-dipole 
interactions and hydrogen bonds), which are influenced 
by the nature of the functional groups 
 
predict and explain the trends in melting and boiling 
point for members of a homologous series 
 
 

● Properties of Amines 
● Properties of Carbonyl Compounds 
● Properties of Haloalkanes 
● Properties of Alkanes 
● Properties of Alkynes 
● Properties of Carboxylic Acids 

discuss the volatility and solubility in water of alcohols, 
aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids and halides. 

● Properties of Carboxylic Acids 
● Properties of Amides 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

appreciate that each class of organic compound 
displays characteristic chemical properties and 
undergoes specific reactions based on the functional 
group present; these reactions, including acid-base and 
oxidation reactions, can be used to identify the class of 
the organic compound 

● Reactions of Nitriles 
● Alkene Reactions [full] 
● Reactions of Carbonyl Compounds  
● Reactions of Primary Amines 

understand that saturated compounds contain single 
bonds only and undergo substitution reactions, and that 
unsaturated compounds contain double or triple bonds 
and undergo addition reactions 

● Substitution Reactions of Alkanes 
● Alkene Reactions 

determine the primary, secondary and tertiary carbon 
atoms in halogenoalkanes and alcohols and apply IUPAC 
rules of nomenclature 

● Naming Haloalkanes 
● Haloalkane Classification and Isomerism 

describe, using equations: 
 - oxidation reactions of alcohols and the complete 
combustion of alkanes and alcohols 
 - substitution reactions of alkanes with halogens 
 - substitution reactions of haloalkanes with halogens, 
sodium hydroxide, ammonia and potassium cyanide 
 - addition reactions of alkenes with water, halogens and 
hydrogen halides 
 - addition reactions of alkenes to form poly(alkenes) 

● Oxidation Reactions of Alcohols 
● Substitution Reactions of Haloalkanes  
● Substitution Reactions of Alkanes  

recall the acid-base properties of carboxylic acids and 
explain, using equations, that esterification is a 
reversible reaction between an alcohol and a carboxylic 
acid 

● Formation of Esters 

recognise the acid-base properties of amines and 
explain, using equations, the reaction with carboxylic 
acids to form amides 

● Formation & Hydrolysis of Amides 



 

 
 
Organic materials: structure and function 
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recognise reduction reactions and explain, using 
equations, the reaction of nitriles to form amines and 
alkenes to form alkanes 

● Reactions of Nitriles 

recognise and explain, using equations, that: 
- esters and amides are formed by condensation 
reactions   
- elimination reactions can produce unsaturated 
molecule and explain, using equations, the reaction of 
haloalkanes to form alkenes 

● Formation of Esters 
● Substitution Reactions of Haloalkanes 

understand that organic reactions can be identified 
using characteristic observations and recall tests to 
distinguish between: 
- alkanes and alkenes using bromine water 
- primary, secondary and tertiary alcohols using 
acidified potassium dichromate (VI) and potassium 
manganate (VII) 

● Substitution Reactions of Alkanes 
● Alkene Reactions  
● Substitution Reactions of Alcohols 

understand that the synthesis of organic compounds 
often involves constructing reaction pathways that may 
include more than one chemical reaction 

● Reaction Schemes 

deduce reaction pathways, including reagents, condition 
and chemical equations, given the starting materials and 
the product 

● Reaction Schemes 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

appreciate that organic materials including proteins, 
carbohydrates, lipids and synthetic polymers display 
properties including strength, density and 
biodegradability that can be explained by considering 
the primary, secondary and tertiary structures of the 
materials 

Further development planned 

describe and explain the primary, secondary (α-helix 
and β-pleated sheets), tertiary and quaternary 
structure of proteins 

● Introducing Enzymes 
● Enzyme Structure 

recognise that enzymes are proteins and describe the 
characteristics of biological catalysts (enzymes) 
including that activity depends on the structure and the 
specificity of the enzyme action 

● Introducing Enzymes 
● Enzyme Structure 

recognise that monosaccharides contain either an 
aldehyde group (aldose) or a ketone group (ketose) and 
several -OH groups, and have the empirical formula 
CH2O 

● Monosaccharides 



 

 
 

Analytical techniques 
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distinguish between α-glucose and β-glucose, and 
compare and explain the structural properties of starch 
(amylose and amylopectin) and cellulose 

● Condensation Reactions of Carbohydrates 

recognise that triglycerides (lipids) are esters and 
describe the difference in structure between saturated 
and unsaturated fatty acids 

● Saponification 

describe, using equations, the base hydrolysis 
(saponification) of fats (triglycerides) to produce 
glycerol and its long chain fatty acid salt (soap), and 
explain how their cleaning action and solubility in hard 
water is related to their chemical structure 

● Hydrolysis of Esters 
● Saponification 

explain how the properties of polymers depends on their 
structural features including; the degree of branching in 
polyethene (LDPE and HDPE), the position of the methyl 
group in polypropene (syntactic, isotactic and atactic) 
and polytetrafluorethene. 

● Addition Polymer Structure, Properties and Uses 
● Condensation Polymer Structure, Properties and 

Uses 

● Comparing Addition and Condensation 
Polymerisation 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

explain how proteins can be analysed by 
chromatography and electrophoresis 
 
select and use data from analytical techniques, 
including mass spectrometry, x-ray crystallography and 
infrared spectroscopy, to determine the structure of 
organic molecules 
 
analyse data from spectra, including mass spectrometry 
and infrared spectroscopy, to communicate conceptual 
understanding, solve problems and make predictions. 

Coming Soon - Jan 2021 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  Further development planned 



 
Topic 2: Chemical synthesis and design 

Chemical synthesis 

 
 

Green chemistry 
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Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

appreciate that chemical synthesis involves the 
selection of particular reagents to form a product with 
specific properties 

● Designing Chemical synthesis Processes 
● The Chemical Industry 

understand that reagents and reaction conditions are 
chosen to optimise the yield and rate for chemical 
synthesis processes, including the production of 
ammonia (Haber process), sulfuric acid (contact 
process) and biodiesel (base-catalysed and 
lipase-catalysed methods) 

● The Haber-Bosch and Contact Processes 
● Limiting Reagents and the Theoretical Yield 
● Actual and Percentage Yield 

understand that fuels, including biodiesel, ethanol and 
hydrogen, can be synthesised from a range of chemical 
reactions including, addition, oxidation and esterification 
 
understand that enzymes can be used on an industrial 
scale for chemical synthesis to achieve an economically 
viable rate, including fermentation to produce ethanol 
and lipase-catalysed transesterification to produce 
biodiesel 
 
describe, using equations, the production of ethanol 
from fermentation and the hydration of ethene 
 
describe, using equations, the transesterification of 
triglycerides to produce biodiesel 
 
discuss, using diagrams and relevant half-equations, the 
operation of a hydrogen fuel cell under acidic and 
alkaline conditions. 
 
calculate the yield of chemical synthesis reactions by 
comparing stoichiometric quantities with actual 
quantities and by determining limiting reagents. 

● Enzymes as Biological Catalysts 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

appreciate that green chemistry principles include the 
design of chemical synthesis processes that use 
renewable raw materials, limit the use of potentially 
harmful solvents and minimise the amount of unwanted 

● Green Chemistry Principles 



 

 
 

Macromolecules: polymers, proteins and carbohydrates 

 
 

Molecular manufacturing 
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products 
 
outline the principles of green chemistry and recognise 
that the higher the atom economy, the ‘greener’ the 
process 
 
calculate atom economy and draw conclusions about 
the economic and environmental impact of chemical 
synthesis processes 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

describe, using equations, how addition polymers can be 
produced from their monomers including polyethene 
(LDPE and HDPE), polypropene and polytetrafluorethene 
 
describe, using equations, how condensation polymers, 
including polypeptides (proteins), polysaccharides 
(carbohydrates) and polyesters, can be produced from 
their monomers 
 
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of polymer 
use, including strength, density, lack of reactivity, use of 
natural resources and biodegradability 
 
describe the condensation reaction of 2-amino acids to 
form polypeptides (involving up to three amino acids), 
and understand that polypeptides (proteins) are formed 
when amino acid monomers are joined by peptide bonds 
 
describe the condensation reaction of monosaccharides 
to form disaccharides (lactose, maltose and sucrose) 
and polysaccharides (starch, glycogen and cellulose), 
and understand that polysaccharides are formed when 
monosaccharides monomers are joined by glycosidic 
bonds. 

● Introduction to Polymers 
● Addition Polymer Structure, Properties and Uses 
● Condensation Polymer Structure, Properties and 

Uses 
● Comparing Addition and Condensation 

Polymerisation 

● Monosaccharides 
● Condensation Reactions of Carbohydrates 
● Amino Acids 
● Amino Acid Reactions 
●  Protein Structure and Sequencing 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

appreciate that molecular manufacturing processes 
involve the positioning of molecules to facilitate a 
specific chemical reaction; such methods have the 

Lesson coming soon - January 2021 
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potential to synthesise specialised products, including 
proteins, carbon nanotubes, nanorobots and chemical 
sensors used in medicine. 

Content Descriptor  Lesson Names 

Science as a Human Endeavour (SHE)  Further development planned 


